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EPISODE 108 – “Off with Her Head!” 

 

 
 
 
Chiquitano, Night 13 
 

After Tribal Council Joel attempts to smooth things over with his ally, Kelly, who 
is absolutely furious. Seeds of doubt begin to blossom as Gretchen and Jerri continue to 
fight. 
 
Joel - Hey Kelly, sorry about that. I tried to warn you before TC and sent you several PMs, but 

they got restricted when TC started. Gretchen basically ramrodded Amber down our throats 
as the boot instead of Kel. I tried to reason with her that we shouldn't make this move 
without your approval, since we are a team, but you never showed up, and by then Gretchen 
had even gotten some Aymara to vote off Amber 

Kelly - that;'s it, Gretchen has way too much power in this game 



Joel - I know! And I think she has Rudy too! She has already set up an Aymaran as a puppet. I 
think Kel. I was frantically trying to communicate with you. And then Jerri's public post really 
helped put things in perspective. Have you seen it!? 

Kelly - The Jerri thing is staged, She's in cahoots with Gretchen. I'm pretty sure we can trust 
the two people who voted for me, one of them being Amber. i have to win Immunity on 
Monday. That way we can start going all pearl islands on this thing. 

Joel - Yeah, you definitely need to be around more! Gretchen thought I was with Amber, just 
because I was trying to get Kel as the boot like you proposed (that, and I guess the 
showmance) 

Kelly - Gretchen's original game plan was to form an all-girl's alliance. She's obviously playing 
really hard, now we have to step it up a notch. Alicia obviously voted for me, which means 
she's not in cahoots with Gretchen yet. I'm going to try and get Sue to at least leave absentee 
vote against Gretchen in the next council, we really have to get rid of her. 

Joel - There was an all female alliance?! Since when? Wow, I never saw that coming. I sort of 
thought Gretchen was scheming, but that chick is hardcore 

 
Kelly is not the only problem for Gretchen. Jerri begins her campaign to turn the 

game around as well. 
 

Jerri – CONFESSIONAL - I'm surprised that I didn't get any votes, I always think I'm 
going. I'm slightly paranoid like that. As for Amber, I miss her -- she was a really awesome 
tribe-mate. 
 
Jerri - LOL that was a fun TC. Yeah, we have Rudy and Rudy's gonna be working on Susan and 

Joel for us -- I'm helping him with Joel, and trying to show him how shady Gretchen is. So 
we'll see what happens! I, personally, will find it hilarious if Gretchen goes next... I can see it 
now, "THIS IS ALL RIGGED!"  

 
Jerri - Thanks for the welcome, I'm glad you don't hate me, heh. Yeah, you're getting played by 

Gretchen. I'm trying to expose her right now without breaking the trust of people who've 
been talking to me about her -- I'm getting ready to ask said people for permission to state 
why exactly she is shady and get it all in the open. Anyway, just don't believe any promises 
she makes to you. 

Joel - Yeah, I definitely don't hate you. I have no reason to dislike anyone from your tribe. It 
was just luck that we were all on opposite sides. I only voted against someone from your 
group, because I trusted the people from my tribe, and I wasn't going to betray any 
Quechuan. After yesterday though, now some of that trust is in question like with your post. 
I'm going to be loyal to those who are loyal to me, and that used to be my tribe. Now, I can't 
trust some of those people, but you guys have a blank slate with me  

Jerri - Thanks for being honest with me -- and it is nice of you to give us a clean slate. I 
understand about voting out Amber... it sucks she had to go, but it was expected. I couldn't 
vote out anyone who has been on my tribe (I really like them, they're both nice, funny, and 
super positive), so I had to vote for Kelly. If Gretchen doesn't win immunity come Monday 
night, and you're still considering voting her off -- let me know. I'd be more than willing to 
throw a vote that way. 

 
Jerri - I'll try and help you with Joel, he said that I opened his eyes regarding Gretchen... so 

we'll see what happens with that. I am pretty sure that we can get the numbers -- Kel and 
Alicia are working on it, too. Plus, I found out by talking to other people that Gretchen is 
making false promises. She's pretty much taking herself out of the game... worse comes to 
worse, I'll ask permission of certain people if I can take Gretchen's false promises public so as 
to expose her shadiness. 

Rudy -ok that ALL sounds really cool to me. Makes me think that I'm next on her chopping block 
since she hasn't promised me absolutely nothing. 



Jerri - I wouldn't be too worried about leaving next, I think either Gretchen or myself (or 
maybe Susan since she hasn't logged in?) has that "honor" covered. After that, who knows, 
though. Sucks that you couldn't get logged back in to play, dude. It'd be funny if Gretchen got 
immunity on Monday after all this. Heh. 

Rudy - No, even though some people are bringing your name up, I'll make sure you don't leave 
soon. I'm pushing for either a Gretchan boot next or an Alicia boot (I think it'll be Gretchan if 
everthing works out ok). But I'm definitely not writing your name down before Alicia and Kel. 
And some people on Quecha's are mad that Alicia was trying so hard to flip people. It's really 
funny that she was one of the people who also voted Amber off. Or am I correct in assuming 
she voted that way? Can you believe that some people on my tribe think you and Gretchan 
are working together?! How paranoid can ya be?! rofl 

 
Jerri – CONFESSIONAL - I have been talking to Rudy -- am about 95% sure I have him, 

as well. We bonded over the whole never being logged in thang and our cyber-hatred of 
Gretchen. I just got a PM from Joel about how I opened his eyes regarding Gretchen and the 
way she's playing everyone. Oh, and I got a PM from Kel about an alliance that might be formed 
between Kelly, Joel, Rudy, Kel, and Alicia. 
 

Oblivious to the snowball effect that her anger is having on the tribe, Gretchen 
continues to talk to her former Quechuans. 
 
Gretchen - I'm not sure if you were able to get here in time to read any messages before TC. 

Did you? 
Kelly - no, the messages were blocked, the Amber thing caught me way off guard ^_^ 
Gretchen - I am SO sorry Kelly. PM's were flying fast and furious all day. Greg felt like Amber 

was the biggest threat and I agreed. At this point, we don't want to keep their active players, 
we want their inactive players. Amber was working Joel really hard, and he said it was 
bordering on chat sex or something like that. Rudy just panicked because he hadn't been able 
to talk to anyone. I don't know what the hell happened with Sue. FWIW, Joel was undecided 
because you hadn't been around and he wanted everyone to feel like they had a voice, 
meaning you. He wanted to be sure you agreed and didn't want you to be upset about it. We 
really tried to get the message to you before TC, but Mark locked us all out and then erased 
everything. I can't believe you got 2 votes!! Especially with all the crap that Jerri's been 
giving me. I've gotta' go walk the dog. Back later. 

Kelly - alright, no harm done, i'm still alive ^_^...happy dog walking! 
Gretchen - I'm really glad - next time, check in before TC starts so you can get all the 

messages. I HATE that purge thing! 
 
 Later that day, Kelly catches up with Gretchen again and decides to play stupid. 
 
Kelly - In case I end up missing the strategy part again, who's our next target? 
Gretchen - That hasn't come up yet, but for purely personal reasons, I wouldn't mind seeing 

Jerri go! What a bitch! 
Kelly - i know right? Lol 
Gretchen - I really don't know what the hell her problem is, but I went back and reviewed all 

her posts, and she digs at me in a LOT of them! Whatever. Do you know that Alicia has been 
asking the guys to flip? In a way, I have to respect that. At least she's playing the game. Do 
you have any feelings about who should go next? 

Kelly - Jerri i guess, i dunno, i'm just following you ^_^ 
 
 Kelly takes the game into her own hands. 
 
Kelly - I'm saying this now because there is one person in our tribe who has way too much 

power. Message me back if you're on board with turning this game around. 



Rudy - I don't know who this person is that you're talking about (Gretch?), but I'm down. But I 
don't know who to trust... Who's this person coming after me? And why didn't all 6 votes go to 
Amber like everyone agreed? Listen, I know because I'm at a HUGE disadvantage that there's 
a slim chance of me winning but I honestly don't want to go out in 6th place from our tribe. 
I'm willing to do anything that will get me 

Kelly - Yeah Gretchen is playing us all really hard, we're all gonna get a clean slate as soon as 
she's gone. That fight with Jerri? it's all fake. The 2 votes I got were from Alicia and Amber. 
Jerri is on Gretchen's side, so is Kel. 

Rudy - ooooooo that witch Gretchan. Well no matter what, we have GOT to keep Alicia next! 
Should we vote Gretchan off next or wait until we take Kel out first? Shoot! Amber was the 
wrong one to evict tonight! It should have been Kel! lol How do we know it was staged? And 
how do we know Kel is on her side too? Are you a spy that was working with her previously? If 
so you may want to wait and get more information out of her. 

Kelly - I'll admit it, I used to be one of her drones, her master plan is to form an all-girl alliance 
with the early boots being Aymarans so taht you Quechua guys don't suspect. That's why i 
voted Kel, because I didn't know that Gretchen got paranoid about Amber and "ramrodded" 
her as the next boot without me knowing. The 2 votes I got? they were obviously from Amber 
and Alicia, which means she has two snakes wrapped around her finger. The fight with Jerri? 
way too exaggerated to be real. And if it were, Jerri would have voted for Gretchen...she 
didn't. Joel's also gotten suspicious and now we're gonna try to turn the game around. If we 
succeed in getting rid of her next, you, me, joel and alicia are guaranteed final four. 

Rudy - hmm all very interesting. Well I'm not gonna sit here and let Grethcan run EVERYTHING. 
We're gonna have to be real sneaky in order to take her out next. Do you think Sue would be 
down with voting with us next round? Or should we wait? idk what to do. Are you sure Joel is 
down for it? Did Gretchan say she wanted me out soon? 

Kelly - Yeah we gotta keep quiet about this until we can boot her, for all she knows we're all 
still agreeing with her plans. Yeah, Joel is very much down with this. She says she's glad that 
you're willing to vote with her, I'm really not sure what's up her sleeve right now and I'm not 
gonna sit around and wait to find out. 

Rudy - Well I'm glad to know that someone else feels the same as me. I don't just wanna wait 
until someone else hatches a plan you know? I want to have an alliance that's proactive! 

Kelly - and a proactive alliance we shall have. The task at hand is to take all the power away 
from Gretchen and in case she gets immunity, we eliminate her personal puppet, Jerri 

Rudy - hmm I don't know. I don't think the fight was that staged. hmm But I could be wrong. 
Maybe they're both really really good actresses. 

Kelly - think about it, I only got 2 votes, votes which were obviously absentee votes cast by 
Amber and Alicia (who were not at tribal council), I voted for Kel under the old plan while 
everyone else voted Amber (confirmed by Probst when he said in the thread that he got votes 
from everybody present) so why did Jerri vote Amber? especially since she has this very 
public feud with Gretchen? 

Rudy - Maybe you're right then! 
Kelly - so it's settled then? We all dethrone the queen? 
Rudy - dethrone? Are you crazy?! I'm more of the beheading type. 
Kelly - ready the guillotine then ^_^ 
 
Chiquitano, Day 14 
 

Greg and Joel compare notes. 
 
Joel - Kelly is raging after being outside the vote after last TC and the fact that Gretchen is 

running things. She is organizing an anti-Gretchen campaign. She spilled the beans, that 
Gretchen formed an all-female alliance! So basically Gretchen, Kelly, and Sue were working 
together back on Quechua! That explains why Sue invited you and I into that alliance. I 
thought that was kind of random, but I believed her! Now I see it's because Sue was already 
with Gretchen and Kelly and wanted to make sure she was allied with us too! We got played 



man. First Gretchen and now even Sue and Kelly sheesh. And our 4-man active's alliance is 
falling apart after 1 TC. Aymara is going to win at this rate . I'm freaking glad I partnered 
up with you now! I feel less guilty about our secret F2 alliance now behind their backs. 

Greg - So, Gretchen has an alliance with everybody! She was talking to Rudy and Alicia before 
the vote (I haven't talked with Rudy once). I think the whole Jerri thing is a cover for their 
alliance. Jerri wasn't around when all the fighting happened but somehow she knows all 
about it and Gretchen's role in it. And she's got Kel on her side. Then she has all the women 
in an alliance for Quechua and thinks she is with us two. Here are my thoughts:  
 
1. We gotta keep Gretchen happy, she's got a lot of people she can get to vote her way. We 
need to make sure she thinks we're with her. Otherwise, she'll turn her army against us.  
2. Who can we pry away? Out of the Quechua members: Rudy would be good (do you talk 
with him? You could see where his head is at.) Second is either Sue or Kelly -- hard to tell, 
but I think we could get Sue on our side before Kelly. Maybe Kelly isn't working with 
Gretchen, she did vote for Kel after all.  
3. I can see if Kel or Alicia is up for joining us. Maybe Alicia is already with the women's 
alliance. That leaves Jerri -- she's a loose cannon. I don't know what to do about her.  
 
No matter what, we gotta make sure Gretchen thinks we are with her to vote out somebody 
from Aymara -- then when we get enough votes on our side we can take her out (if we have 
to) or break up her alliances. 

Joel - Oh I read your second message and see that maybe Kelly can be one of our group. So I 
wonder where Rudy stands? I am assuming Sue and Gretchen are in an F2 alliance now. I hope 
they don't bring all Aymara in their group too. 

 
Kelly approaches the double-crosser Kel. 

 
Kelly - hey! who did you vote for tonight? 
Kel - not you. who did you vote for? 
Kelly - You, only because Gretchen told me to before she got paranoid about Amber, Gretch 

wants an all-girl alliance but she got scared of Amber so she switched from you to amber at 
the last minute....Wanna join me, Alicia, Rudy and Joel in a mutiny? 

Kel - mutiny against who? what was the first alliance you had? 
Kelly - we all had an alliance with Gretchen, before we found out she's playing everyone so 

now we're plotting to overthrow her, Alicia, Rudy and Joel are in, wanna join us? 
Kel - i'm interested if Jerri is. mainly, i'd prefer an alliance that had equal Q and A, although i 

understand that might not be possible. was there a smaller alliance within Quecha? there was 
in Amyra - the four of us who lasted to the merge. 

Kelly - There were plans of an all-female alliance which originally was going to include even 
the Aymara girls. I don't trust Jerri much since I'm kind of suspecting her and Gretchen to be 
staging this big fight to cover up for an alliance they have together 

Kel - hmm. i'm tentatively in, but am going to PM jerri and joel and rudy more individually 
first. is susan just not around? i will feel out Jerri. i really don't suspect a hidden alliance 
btwn her and gretchen, mainly because of what she's told me about her RL situation and the 
fact that she hasn't been online much to scheme since the merge (i know because she hadn't 
even opened any of my pm-s, and we WERE a pretty solid 4 at Amyra. . . .had to, after voting 
off 4 of our own already!) 

Kelly - if that's the case, it's kind of odd that she either voted for me or Amber i mean after all 
that drama with Gretchen. And please by all means contact Alicia, Joel and Rudy about it. 
But we gotta keep quiet around the rest. 

Kel - i'm just now getting caught up on reading last night's TC. btw, what was the initial reason 
for booting me out? 

Kelly - the reason was so that we could keep both the all-girl alliance and the original Quechua 
alliance. I think the plan was once you were gone we were gonna turn on the guys. But right 
now, me personally, I just really want the person with all the power gone now. 



 
Closest allies, Rudy and Joel, catch up since the last Tribal Council. 

 
Joel – CONFESSIONAL - The game has now taken on a more sinister, strategic 

dimension finally. The politics are less about activity and more about alliances. 
 
Joel - Well, first off, Kelly told me that Kel would be the 1st boot of Aymara. Amber was the 

only one around during the merge of the 2 tribes, so she must've PM'd Kelly right away and 
formed some sort of alliance. When I asked Kelly why Kel, she avoided the question twice! So 
then today, I asked Gretchen who the vote was, and she'd been told Kel by Kelly too. Then 
she said she'd been discussing with Greg that it should be Amber instead. So from there, 
Gretchen started pushing for Amber. I guess Gretchen started talking to Aymara and pushing 
that plan. Later in the day, when I signed on an hour before TC, I was talking to you and Greg 
and we all discussed booting Alicia instead. When I explained why I felt threatened by Alicia 
to Gretchen, she didn't care about my welfare at all. Obviously, it's not worth it for us to all 
fracture as a group over this 1st boot, so we all voted for Amber. 

Rudy - WOW, Gretchen and Kelly sure are gamers. All I know is that we can trust Jerri 100%. 
We don't have to formally bring her into any alliances or anything, but I think we can depend 
on her vote at the next TC. Alicia idk. I think she could have something going on with 
Gretchen and her "female alliance". Kelly idk either. It's all strange, but I think the very next 
boot needs to be a combination of Alicia/Kel/Gretchen. 

Joel - Since you trust Jerri, I gave her a PM as well. Maybe we can try to be F3 together. We 
can be an ultra secret alliance without even having to like state it formally. Greg just 
informed me that the all-female alliance extended to Aymara too! So Gretchen, Kelly, and 
Sue were planning on pulling Alicia, Amber, and Jerri into that female alliance. Now it 
explains why Kelly went after Kel so hardcore, and then avoided my questions of why! We 
should probably form some sort of unspoken core with you, me, Greg, Jerri and slowly start 
directing things, while Gretchen and Kelly fight for power. 

Rudy - I really like that idea of pulling Jerri in. She's someone I think we can trust. We can use 
her to take Gretchan down whenever we want to. Kelly/You/Me/Jerri/Kel are sure votes for 
Gretchan. I'm assuming Greg is down for taking out Getchan as well? no I haven't spoken to 
Greg at all really. I'll send him a PM. I do agree that we should still boot an Aymaran next TC. 
Most preferably Alicia. THEN we could have Kelly/Rudy/Joel/Greg/Jerri boot Gretchan next. 
I don't think we can trust Sue at this point since she was included in that alliance. I hate how 
gretchan is juggling all of her alliances. The Quecha alliance. The Female alliance. The 
Actives alliance. She's a mess and needs to be disposed of. WE also need to make sure that no 
guys go in the next few rounds, just to be sure that no female alliance is stirred up again. 

Joel - I agree 100% on all of this. Well, I'm sure there's going to be a lot of people PMing us, so 
we can find out if it's better to cut Gretchen or Alicia this next time. Greg asked me what our 
relationship is like. I told him that I started talking with you after Kelly asked me to talk to 
you to see if you'd be on board with a Gretchen mutiny. So if he ever asks you something 
similar, you can say the same thing. Has he or anyone asked you if we talk or are close? 

Rudy - ok good to know concerning what you said to Greg. I think Kelly asked indirectly about 
our relationship and I said we didn't talk to much. She asked if Joel was down with taking 
Gretchan out and I said I don't know because we havne't spoken much yet. Then I told her 
that she should make sure that you're good with the plan. 

 
Kel once again double-crosses. 

 
Kel – CONFESSIONAL - gretchen looks like she's playing too many people. bet she's a good 

poster at Sucks though. i do think she saved my ass last TC, so i'm glad for all the effort. i'm 
pondering when/if/how i'm going to let her know there's a groundswelling against her. i think i 
owe it to her because she did save me last night, but i also would like to see her gone, so i'd 
like to do it before it's too late. 
 



Gretchen - did you tell Joel you voted for Amber?  
Kel - yup, told joel. didn't tell him you were behind it though - told him that i was doing it in 

order to gain his trust. 
Gretchen - ok - because he mentioned it and I was like -- what??? no word yet on who the next 

one out will be - hell, with all the crap that Jerri is trying to stir up it might be me! I've let 
several of the old Quechas that I'd like to see Jerri go - strictly for personal reasons, but I 
don't know what they're thinking yet. 

Kel - kay - i'm neutral btwn the two . . . who's the "we" for you, by the way? are there stray 
Quechua's that you're concerned about? 

 
 
Tree-Mail 8 

Must you be lucky or skillful?  
You be the judge;  

But you have to be careful  
People might hold a grudge. 

 
Greg and Gretchen select their next victim. 

 
Greg - Can we get all Quechua to first agree we won't vote any of our group out? There are still 

three of them and they're an alliance to the end, so we need to keep our numbers up before 
they get too powerful. I know I don't want any Quechua player to leave and I will DEFINITELY 
vote for an Aymara player. Out of the three -- Jerri is useless, she never competed in a 
challenge that I can recall. Kel misses more challenges than he makes and he seems to be 
behind the scenes sort of guy, using Amber, Elisabeth or Alicia as his 'front person." And Alicia 
is a strong competitor and has a good attendance record. 

Gretchen - In order, I'd love to see Jerri go first just because such a pain in my ass lately. But 
it would make sense to keep their weaker challenge competitors and get rid of the strong, so 
I can agree to Alicia first based on your reasoning. I absolutely will not vote out any of our 
own before we get rid of Aymara. 

Greg - That's bad luck for Alicia. We could go with Jerri if she is at TC -- that would be 
exciting. Or Alicia given her game skills. Have you got a sense from anyone else what they 
want? I haven't heard from anybody except you yet. 

Gretchen - Everyone I've heard from suggested Alicia. No one has replied yet about my 
suggestion to switch to Jerri. It doesn't matter to me either way and I've been up front about 
wanting Jerri out for personal reasons. Out on a limb here - on another note, when you 
mentioned we'd be perfect F2 partners - are you interested in pursuing that? Right now we 
have an F4 agreement with Joel and Kelly, but I think there's a way we can guarantee F2 if 
my idea works correctly. 

 
While Gretchen attempts to rally everyone to vote off her arch-nemesis, Jerri, 

Rudy warns Jerri of her efforts. 
 
Rudy - Well looks like Gretchan wants you out now instead. I won't let it happen though. I'll tell 

her that it's only fair that Alicia goes first. If she disagrees, we'll have the votes to take either 
Alicia or Gretchan out anyway. I hate it that she's so demanding.  

Jerri - LOL She just hates me. Good times. So Gretchen and Kelly aren't talking, then? If they 
were, then Kelly would figure out that Gretchen really hates me (being that she's trying to 
get me voted out) and stop being so paranoid. 

 
Chiquitano, Day 15 
 



Joel - I'm starting to change my mind again. I worry about Gretchen more than Aymara. She is 
just too well connected. If she catches wind of Kelly's plot, we risk getting Gretchen pissed at 
us AND Kelly (for not following through). I say we just go with Kelly's mutiny. Also, if 
everyone turns on Gretchen now, she won't be as bitter at any 1 of us Quechuans, since 
everyone would've unanimously booted her 

Greg - I think we should vote off Alicia or Jerri. I have no preference, tho Alicia is a better 
competitor. Gretchen says she'll go for either. I think it is too early for a Gretchen mutiny. 
There is enough Anti-Gretchen sentiment that we can put that off til later, I think. 

Joel - People know that you and I are in a tribe alliance together and that we talk, but they 
don't know that we are F2 partners. We definitely need to keep that a secret. If today is the 
chop challenge, feel free to chop me, and if you want, I'll do the same for you. However, 1 of 
us should probably win the reward if we can, so we can share that information with one 
another. We definitely need to chop the possible targets today: Alicia, Jerri, and Gretchen to 
make sure they don't get immunity 

 
Immunity Challenge 8, Day 15 
 
Jeff Probst - Rules :  
 
All players will be assigned a number between 1-10 in their Confessionals.  
 
The objective is to guess the number that has been assigned to another player. Once that 
person's number has been correctly identified, that person is out of the game. The last person 
standing wins individual immunity  
 
We will go in the order of the arrival of players in this thread. Please wait for my cue. Each 
person guesses a number during their turn. If the guess is correct, the person is able to guess 
again immediately.  
 
The person can NOT guess his/her own number. Doing so will disqualify them from the game. 
Jerri - Let's all guess Gretchen's first.  
Gretchen - Jerri – 9 
Jeff Probst - Jerri is not 9. Jerri you're up next 
Jerri - OK... Is Gretchen number... [ominous music] 4? (Brett Favre's number). 
Jeff Probst - Gretchen is not 4. Joel, you're up next. 
Jerri - Damn you, Favre. eta: We could only be so lucky. 
Gretchen - suck it witch 
Jerri - LOL witch? Third grade much? 
Gretchen - I'm just stooping to your level Jerri. 
Jerri - And yet another comment worthy of a third-grader (sniffing glue, at that). You're killing 
me, smalls! 
 

After several guesses, Jerri is finally out with the #8. 
 
Jerri - OK, so I know I should hate you all and cry out "CONSPIRACY!" (ala Gretchen), but I'm 
gonna be nice and say good game. Yay for being an outsider. :emotimes ... and Gretchen can't 
be number 4, 6, 7, 8, and 9.  
Gretchen - I'm just going alphabetical from here on out. Now that Jerri is toast. 
Jerri - Taking a page from Alphabet Sean's book, eh? Real smart, that. 
Gretchen - Jeff? Are folks that are ELIMINATED from the challenge allowed to continue to 
mouth off? Seriously. You shouldn't be PARTICIPATING if you're already OUT. 
Jerri - You guys can get rid of Gretchen real fast -- plus you know she's a threat, so it'd be 
stupid to keep her in this game for immunity. Should give it to someone who doesn't need it; 
like Kelly, Rudy, or Joel. eta: Aaaannnnd the whining commences! Seriously, how did you guys 
manage to put up with her for so long? 



 
Gretchen then takes out Greg with #5. And then gets taken out by Joel. 

 
Jerri - Yay Joel! 
Gretchen - Yeah, Yay Joel!! :kisses 
Jeff Probst - *kisses Joel too* :orgy 
Gretchen - yay - three way! 
Jerri – Merry little slut. 
Gretchen - Jeff - why are you allowing Jerri to keep tossing out numbers when she's OUT??? 
C'mon man! Nut up! She's not that scary. Well she is, but just close your eyes. 
Jerri - Is this the part of the challenge where Gretchen loses it and declaims, "CONSPIRACY!" Or 
do I need to wait about 10 more minutes for this challenge to marinate? 
Gretchen - fuck off Jerri. 
Jerri - JAF - Y R U ALOWNG GRATCH3N 2 KEP 2SNG OUT NUMBRS WHAN SHAS 
OUT?????!???!!!?!!!?!?? OMG LOL CMON MAN!1!11 LOL NUT UP!!!!1!11 OMG WTF LOL SH3S NOT 
TAHT SCARY!111! OMG W3L SHA IS BUT JUST CLOSE UR 3YES!1!11!! OMG WTF LOL 
 

Kelly takes out Joel. Kelly and Rudy are the only ones left. 
 
Kelly - Rudy is number 9. 
Mark Burnett - Incorrect, Rudy is not #9. 
Kelly - congratulations Rudy 
Rudy - Kelly is number 7!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! PLEASE GIVE ME IMMUNITY NOW! rofl PLEASE  
Mark Burnett - RUdy, that is incorrect, Kelly was not #7. 
Kelly - YES! Rudy is number 6 
Mark Burnett - Kelly, you have won Immunity. 
Rudy - aww shoot congrats Kelly. You had number 10 then! 
Kelly - oh my heck!!!!! 
 

Kelly and Jerri get on the same page about their plans to take down Gretchen. 
 
Kelly - how much do you hate gretchen? 
Jerri - PLEASE VOTE HER OUT WITH ME! I don't care if you guys vote me out next time, you'll 

ALWAYS have the numbers to vote off Kel, Alicia, and myself. Just get rid of Gretchen before 
me... I've been trying to tell you all that she's playing you guys!! 

Kelly - a campaign was started yesterday, a mutiny is upon us. 
Jerri - Her idiotic head is gonna explode... yay! I lessthanthree you so much right now that I'd 

give you my last Chipotle sammich.  
 

Tension mounts as Tribal Council looms. 
 
Kelly - tonight's the night 
Joel – YES 
Kelly - darn Joel, I'm really nervous about it 
Joel - Yeah, me too. I really put myself out there. 
 
Gretchen - Still Alicia? Or Jerri because she's here? 
Joel - I prefer Alicia, but whatever the group wants is fine 
Gretchen - You want Alicia. I want Jerri, but just because she's acting like a bitch. I don't care, 

we just need to all come to an agreement. Greg is already gone because he was out of the 
challenge early, so its just the four of us. Just pick one. Majority decides. 

Joel - Alicia then 
Gretchen - fine - Alicia it is. 
 

The tribe is in a tizzy when Tribal Council is in danger of being postponed. 



 
Joel - Uh oh. A lot can change in a day. This is horrible 
Kelly - NO! damnit we were so close! tribal council has to be tonight cause I might not make it 

at 7pm tomorrow 
 
Jerri - DAMN THAT EPMB!! Prevote for Gretchen!! I can definitely get Kel to vote Gretchen, and 

I'm pretty sure that Alicia already did before she left for vacation. We'll have more than 
enough votes to off her. 

Kelly - darn it had to be tonight! I wanted to see the look on her cyber-face 
 
 Jerri – CONFESSIONAL - I really don't care so long as Gretchen leaves before me. I 
think her reaction would be hilarious, "OMG THIS IS RIGGED!!1!one!!1!!" (I do think I am leaving 
either this tribal council or the next). 
 
Tribal Council 8, Day 15 
 
Mark Burnett - Welcome guys. Kelly, you have Immunity, do you care to give it to someone 

else? 
Kelly - i choose immunity over the reward 
Mark Burnett - And, who would you like to give the reward to Kelly? 
Kelly - I'm giving the reward to Rudy for being a good sport and coming in second 
Mark Burnett - Okay Rudy, I will post in your confessionals what that reward is, and you have 

the option of telling everyone what it was or not. 
Mark Burnett - Okay so let's get down to business. Gretchen, has anything changed since amber 

left? 
Gretchen - other than there being one less person around and Jerri being more of a pain in the 

ass, no, not much has changed. 
Mark Burnett - Okay Kelly, how does it feel going from getting the 2nd most amount of votes 

to winning Immunity? Jerri, do you feel that your outbursts around the tribe have put a 
target on your back for tonight Rudy, How does coming so close to winning feel? 

Jerri - Without a doubt! However, I had a target on my back before this, being that the 
majority of our new tribe is comprised of those from my opposing tribe. I figure I really don't 
have much to lose at this point, which is why I've been trying to be as open and honest as I 
can be. 

Rudy - Well I didn't count how many people tried to guess my number, but obviously not that 
many people came after me. Makes me feel like I could do somewhat well at the challenges. 
And hey, I got a reward out of it so I'm feeling pretty darn good Mark! 

Mark Burnett - Gretchen, I've noticed that you've sort of calmed down since the last Tribal 
Council. Was that a concious decision or are you still the same Gretchen we've learned to 
know. 

Gretchen - I'll have to admit Mark - Jerri is good at what she does. It's really hard not to stoop 
to her level and take the bait. I try to ignore most of it, but sometimes, well, you know. 

Mark Burnett - Does anyone here want to own up to feeling secure about being here for the 
next challenge? 

Jerri - I'm pretty sure Kelly can. eta: ha!! 
Mark Burnett - The person voted off will become the first member of the jury. They can return 

to every tribal council, but will only post smileys. However, at the next tribal council, they 
will get their chance to make one final post before final tribal council to address those who 
voted them off. I'll read the votes 

 
http://strandedgaming.com/episodes/boliviacouncils/tc8.html 
 


